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Rectified Decision Trees: Exploring the Landscape
of Interpretable and Effective Machine Learning
Yiming Li∗, Jiawang Bai∗, Jiawei Li, Xue Yang, Yong Jiang, and Shu-Tao Xia
Abstract—Interpretability and effectiveness are two essential
and indispensable requirements for adopting machine learning
methods in reality. In this paper, we propose a knowledge
distillation based decision trees extension, dubbed rectified de-
cision trees (ReDT), to explore the possibility of fulfilling those
requirements simultaneously. Specifically, we extend the splitting
criteria and the ending condition of the standard decision trees,
which allows training with soft labels while preserving the
deterministic splitting paths. We then train the ReDT based
on the soft label distilled from a well-trained teacher model
through a novel jackknife-based method. Accordingly, ReDT
preserves the excellent interpretable nature of the decision trees
while having a relatively good performance. The effectiveness
of adopting soft labels instead of hard ones is also analyzed
empirically and theoretically. Surprisingly, experiments indicate
that the introduction of soft labels also reduces the model size
compared with the standard decision trees from the aspect of
the total nodes and rules, which is an unexpected gift from the
‘dark knowledge’ distilled from the teacher model.
Index Terms—Interpretability, Decision Trees, Deep Learning,
Classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
INTERPRETABILITY, which indicates that the predictionprocess is interpretable, and effectiveness are two essential
and indispensable criteria to evaluate whether a machine
learning algorithm can be safely adopted in reality. However, a
dilemma exists for existing methods. Specifically, the models
with simple structure (e.g., the linear regression [1], logistic re-
gression [2], and decision trees [3]) are naturally interpretable,
but the corresponding performance is too poor to be practically
applied. In contrast, the complex methods, such as forest-based
algorithms and deep neural networks (DNNs), can provide
attractive performance [4], [5], [6], but their interpretability
is unsatisfied. This drawback is unacceptable in many realms,
especially for medical diagnosis or risk assessment.
To address this problem, the most straightforward and
wildly used approach is to improve the interpretability of those
complex methods. As a representative, the interpretability of
forest-based algorithms (e.g., random forests [7] and gradient
boosting decision trees (GBDT) [8]) and deep neural networks
(DNNs) attract the most attention. In the aspect of the forest-
based algorithms, the key improvement idea is to simplify
the model structure. For example, Breiman and Shang [9]
first proposed to simplify random forests through a single
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sub-tree. In [10], node harvest was proposed to simplify tree
ensembles by using the shallow parts of the trees. Considering
the simplification of tree ensembles as a selection problem, a
Bayesian-based method was proposed in [11]. In the mean-
while, the interpretability research of DNN can be divided
into three main aspects: visualizing the representations in
intermediate layers of DNN [12], [13], representation diag-
nosis [14], [15] and building explainable DNNs [16], [17].
Unfortunately, although all mentioned attempts have made
certain improvements, they still suffer from either relatively
poor performance or insufficient interpretability.
To balance the interpretability and the performance of the
model, in this paper, we explore another angle by combining
the interpretable nature of decision trees (DT) and the excellent
learning ability of complex models. We propose a knowledge
distillation based decision trees rectification, dubbed rectified
decision trees (ReDT), to explore the possibility of fulfilling
the effectiveness and interpretability simultaneously. The crit-
ical difference between ReDT and DT lies in the use of soft
labels in the process of tree splitting. Specifically, the label
is mainly involved in two processes of the tree’s splitting:
(1) calculating the change of impurity and (2) determining
whether the pure stopping criterion (i.e., all samples are
from the same class in the node) is satisfied. Compared to
using hard labels in DT, we propose to use soft labels in
two aforementioned training processes in ReDT. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• How to obtain soft labels. Inspired by the knowledge
distillation [18], we obtain soft labels based on the pre-
dicted logits generated by a well-trained model (dubbed
teacher model). Accordingly, the proposed ReDT can
utilize the excellent learning ability of the teacher model
through the ‘dark knowledge’ contained in soft labels.
It is worth noting that the teacher model used in ReDT
can be DNN, tree ensemble or any other classification
algorithms, while the backpropagation [19] of the student
model is not necessarily compared with the classical
knowledge distillation. Therefore the proposed method
can be regarded as an attempt of a new knowledge
distillation approach. Besides, different from the temper-
ature function used in the classical knowledge distillation
[18], [20], we propose a novel jackknife-based method to
reduce the adverse effects of randomness and overfitting
when generates soft labels.
• How to use soft labels. We extend the standard DT to
allow training with soft labels while preserving the deter-
ministic splitting paths. Firstly, in ReDT, the proportion
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of the samples is determined based on the average of
all soft labels in the node when calculating the change
of impurity. Secondly, we use the pseudo label, which
is the class with the highest probability within the soft
label, to determine whether all samples in the node are
from the same class. We use the pseudo label instead of
the soft label itself since it is almost impossible for all
soft labels within a node to be the same. In this way, the
stopping criterion can be better met, therefore the model
has better convergence.
• A novel perspective of interpretable machine learning.
Our research illustrates how to squeeze the potential of
existing interpretable models by utilizing the learning
ability of complex models, which provides a new angel
towards interpretable and effective machine learning.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Interpretable and Effective Machine Learning
How to balance the interpretability and effectiveness is
of great significance and attracts lots of attention. Existing
works mainly focus on how to improve the interpretability of
effective methods. The research of this area can be traced back
to 1996, where Breiman and Shang proposed to simplify the
complex random forests through selecting a single sub-tree
[9]. At that time, random forest is one of the most effective
learning algorithms. After that, by linking the interpretability
of the random forest to the depth of trees in the forest,
Meinshausen proposed to simplify tree ensembles by using
the shallow parts of the trees [10]. Besides, a Bayesian-based
approach is also provided to select main rules contained in tree
ensembles for model simplification to enhance interpretability.
Recently, due to the widespread success of DNNs, their inter-
pretability has attracted most of the attention. For example,
[12] and [13] tried to explain the prediction of DNNs through
visualizing representations in intermediate layers; [17] built
explainable DNNs through specifying the function of different
DNN components; [14] and [15] were proposed to conduct
the representation diagnosis. However, all mentioned works
are either suffer from either relatively poor performance or
insufficient interpretability. How to construct an interpretable
model with great performance is still an important open
question.
B. Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation (KD) is widely adopted in model
compression, which compresses a big model (e.g., DNNs)
into a smaller one, where the compressed model preserves the
function learned by the complex model. KD can be considered
to be motivated by the transfer learning, which transfers
knowledge learned by a large teacher model into a smaller
student model by learning the class distribution [18].
The first work was proposed by Hinton et al., where a
teacher-student learning paradigm was adopted [18]. Specif-
ically, softened logits obtained from the teacher DNN based
on the temperature function is used to teach a small student
DNN. After that, the focus of past work has been either on
(1) improving the performance or (2) finding new applications
for the idea. In general, to improve the performance, prior
works usually introduced additional loss terms on intermediate
feature maps of the student to bring them closer to those of
the teacher [21], [22]. Recently, KD was also adopted in the
study of interpretability. In [20], they used a trained DNN to
create a more explainable model in the form of soft decision
trees. However, soft decision trees [23] is more like a tree-
shape DNN and its decision path is probabilistic rather than
deterministic, therefore its interpretability is much weaker than
that of standard decision trees. Besides, the proposed KD
method in [20] requires the backpropagation of the student
model, therefore it can not be adopted directly to the standard
decision trees.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first briefly review the standard decision
trees and knowledge distillation in Section III-A. Then we dis-
cuss two processes involved in the proposed method, including
the generation of soft labels and training based on obtained
soft labels. Specifically, Section III-B introduces how to obtain
the soft label, and Section III-C discusses the specific training
and prediction process of the proposed rectified decision trees
(ReDT). An analysis, which demonstrates why soft labels can
reach a better performance than hard labels is provided in
Section III-D.
A. Preliminaries
Let Dn represent a dataset consisting of n i.i.d. observa-
tions. Each observation has the form (x, y), where x ∈ RD
represents the D-dimensional features and y ∈ {1, · · · ,K} is
the corresponding label of x.
Impurity Calculation in Standard DT. The impurity I of
node N is calculated based on the class proportion of samples
within the node. In other words, I = T (P ), where T (·) is the
impurity criterion (e.g., Shannon entropy), P = (p1, · · · , pK)
such that pi =
1
|N |
∑
(x,y)∈N I{y = i}, and |N | denotes the
number of sample in N . For example, if Shannon entropy is
adopted as the criterion, then I = −
∑K
i=1 pi log pi.
Ending Conditions in Standard DT.
• Pure Ending Condition. For a splitting candidate node,
if all samples within it are from the same category, the
node is considered to be pure and the splitting will
be terminated, i.e., I{∃i ∈ {1, · · ·K}, s.t. pi = 1},
where pi indicates the proportion of the samples with
i-th category.
• Early Stopping Condition. Except for the aforementioned
pure ending condition, early stopping is also introduced
in DT to alleviate overfitting. Specifically, if the number
of samples within the splitting candidate node is less than
a given minimum leaf size k, the splitting will also be
terminated.
Prediction Process in Standard DT. After a series of
decisions, x will eventually fall into a leaf node, assuming
that node is V . The predicted label is also determine by
P = (p1, · · · , pK), where pi =
1
|V|
∑
(x,y)∈V I{y = i}.
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Temperature-based Distillation. This method was first pro-
posed in the compression of deep neural networks [18], which
generates a softened version of the final output of a teacher
DNN. The distilled knowledge will then be used to train a
smaller student DNN to transfer the generalization ability of
the teacher model. This method is especially effective when
the distilled sample is already used for the training of the
teacher model since the predicted logit of training samples is
often close to the one-hot vector.
Specifically, given a well-trained teacher DNN fθ(·), and a
sample x, let fθ(x) = (p1, · · · , pK) indicates the predicted
logits of x. The distilled knowledge Lsoften(x) (i.e., soften
logits) is obtained through
Lsoften(x) = softmax(fθ(·)/T ), (1)
where T is a non-negative given hyper-parameter (dubbed tem-
perature). The higher the temperature, the soften the distilled
knowledge.
In what follows, we give the details about the proposed
ReDT.
B. The Generation of Soft Labels
Definition 1 (Hard Label and Soft Label).
• The hard label yhard indicates the one-hot representation
of y, i.e., yhard =
(
y
(1)
hard, · · · ,y
(K)
hard
)
∈ {0, 1}K, and
the c-th component of the hard label y
(c)
hard = 1 means
that the sample x belongs to the class c.
• Given a well-trained classifier with parameter θ, the soft
label of x, i.e., ysoft, is the predicted logits of x, i.e.,
ysoft = fθ(x), where fθ(x) is the generated logits of x.
From the perspective of statistical machine learning, the
training of the model can be regarded as an approximation
process toward the (unknown) latent distribution PX×Y . In-
tuitively, it is extremely difficult to recover the ground-truth
distribution from {(x, y)} directly, since label y contains less
distribution information. In contrast, the output logits (i.e., the
output probability vector) of a well-trained classifier consists
of a significant amount of useful information of the distribution
compared with the original label y itself. Inspired by this idea,
we propose to use the soft label instead of the hard label, as
defined in Definition 1, in the training process of student model
(i.e., ReDT). The obtained soft labels can be regarded as the
distilled knowledge from a well-trained teacher model, which
utilizes its excellent learning ability. This idea is also partly
supported by [18] where a softened version of the final output
of a teacher network is used to teach information to a small
student network.
The remaining problem is how to obtain soft labels for
training ReDT. Once a well-trained teacher model fθ(·) is
given, the generation of the soft label is straightforward.
However, we only have training samples in most cases. Under
such circumstance, the most straightforward idea is to train
the teacher model using all training samples and then generate
soft labels. Unfortunately, the soft label obtained through such
process has relatively poor quality due to the adverse effects
of overfitting, i.e., the generated soft label is closed to its
Algorithm 1 M -folds Jackknife-based Distillation Method.
Input:
Training dataset D = {(x, y)};
Output:
Training dataset D′ = {(x, ysoft)} with soft labels;
1: Randomly divide the training set D into M equal and
disjoint subsets D1, · · · ,DM .
2: for i = 1 · · ·M do
3: Train teacher model fθ(·) with samples D −Di
4: Generate samples with soft labels through
D′i = {(x, ysoft)|ysoft = fθ(x), (x, y) ∈ Di}
5: end for
6: D′ = ∪Mi=1D
′
i
7: Return: D′
hard version. To address this problem, we propose a novel
jackknife-based distillation method, as shown in Algorithm
1. To reduce the effect of randomness, we run this process
several times and adopt their average to be the final soft label.
Note that this problem does not exist in previous knowledge
distillation, since their training of student model and teacher
model is carried out simultaneously rather than strictly one
after another, thanks to these models can both be trained
through back propagation.
C. Rectified Decision Trees (ReDT)
After generating soft labels, we can adopt them to train
the model. In this section, we propose a novel decision
trees extension, dubbed rectified decision trees (ReDT), which
allows training with soft labels while preserving deterministic
splitting paths. Specifically, the difference between ReDT and
DT lies in two aspects, including (1) splitting criteria and (2)
pure ending condition.
Splitting Criteria. Recall that the impurity decrease caused
by splitting point v is denoted by
I(v) = T (D)−
|Dl|
|D|
T (Dl)−
|Dr|
|D|
T (Dr), (2)
where Dl,Dr are two children sets from D splitting at v, T (·)
is the impurity criterion (e.g., Shannon entropy or Gini index).
In ReDT, the probability pi, which implies the proportion of
the samples with i-th category, used in calculating the impurity
decrease is now calculated through soft labels. Specifically,
let y
(j)
soft =
(
y
(j)
1 , y
(j)
2 , · · · , y
(j)
K
)
denotes the soft label of j-th
training sample contained in the node N , then the probability
pi of node N is calculated as
pi =
1
|N |
∑
(
x(j),y
(j)
soft
)
∈N
y
(i)
i , (3)
where |N | denotes the number of samples in the node N .
Pure Ending Condition. The second alteration is how to
define pure to determine whether the splitting should be
terminated. In the standard decision trees, if all samples in
a node have the same category, the node is considered to be
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Algorithm 2 The Training Process of ReDT.
Input:
Training dataset D = {(x,ymixed)};
Minimum leaf size k;
Output:
The rectified decision trees T ← ReDT (D, k);
1: Calculate pseudo-category ypseudo of each sample in D
by Eq. (4).
2: Determine whether the node is pure based on whether each
sample in D has the same pseudo-category.
3: if sample size > k, and the node is not pure then
4: Calculate the impurity decrease vector I according to
Eq. (2).
5: Select the splitting point with maximum impurity re-
duction criterion.
6: The training set D correspondingly is split into two
child nodes, called Dl,Dr.
7: T.leftchild← ReDT (Dl, k)
8: T.rightchild← ReDT (Dr, k)
9: end if
10: Return: T .
pure. However, it is almost impossible for all soft labels within
a node to be the same, therefore the traditional pure stopping
criterion will never meet. Accordingly, we use the pseudo label
ypseudo to determine whether the node is pure by evaluating
the pseudo label of all samples in the node. The pseudo label
is the class with the highest probability of the soft label, i.e.,
ypseudo = argmaxysoft. (4)
Besides, instead of using the soft label of samples directly,
we use the mixed label ymixed, which is the weighted average
of soft label and hard label with weight hyper-parameter α ∈
[0, 1]. That is,
ymixed = α · yhard + (1 − α)ysoft. (5)
The hyper-parameter α plays a role in regulating the propor-
tion of using the soft label. The larger α, the smaller the
proportion of the soft label in the mixed label. When α = 1,
the ReDT degrades into the Breiman’s decision trees. The
purpose of using mixed labels is to consider that the soft label
may have a certain degree of error. By adjusting the hyper-
parameter α, we can obtain the mixed label with sufficient
distilled knowledge and relatively high accuracy.
The overall training process is shown in Algorithm 2.
The Prediction of ReDT. Once the ReDT has grown based on
mixed labels as described in Algorithm 2, the prediction for a
newly given sample x is similar to the standard decision trees
[3]. Specifically, suppose the predicted label and predicted
logits of sample x is yˆ and P = (pˆ1, · · · , pˆK) respectively.
According to a series of decisions, x will eventually fall into
a leaf node, assuming that node is V . The predicted logits of
x is the average of mixed labels of all training samples within
node V , i.e.,
P = (pˆ1, · · · , pˆK) =
1
|V|
∑
(
x(i),y
(i)
mixed
)
∈V
y
(i)
mixed, (6)
where |V| denotes the number of samples in the leaf node V .
The predicted label of x is the one with highest probability
in P :
yˆ = argmax
i
pˆi. (7)
D. Effectiveness Verification of Soft Labels
The reason why soft labels rather than hard labels should be
used can be further verified from the perspective of impurity
calculation.
Lemma 1 (Integer Partition Lemma). Suppose there is an
integer N , which is the sum of k integers n1, · · · , nk, i.e.,
N = n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nk.
There are totally Ck−1n+k−1 =
(n+k−1)!
(k−1)!n! possible values for the
ordered pair (n1, · · · , nk).
Proof. This problem is equivalent to pick k − 1 locations
randomly from n+ k− 1 locations. The result is trivial based
on the basics of number theory.
Lemma 1 indicates that for aK-classification problem, if the
nodeN containsN samples, then the impurity of this node has
at most CK−1N+K−1 possible values. In other words, compared
to use soft labels, the use of hard labels limits the precision of
the impurity of the nodes. This limitation has a great adverse
effect on the selection of the split point, especially when the
number of samples is relatively small.
TABLE I
THE DESCRIPTION OF BENCHMARK DATASETS.
DATA SET CATEGORIES FEATURES INSTANCES
ADULT 2 14 48842
CRX 2 15 690
EEG 2 15 14980
BANK 2 17 45211
GERMAN 2 20 1000
CMC 3 9 1473
CONNECT-4 3 42 67557
LAND-COVER 9 147 675
LETTER 26 15 20000
ISOLET 26 617 7797
MNIST 10 784 60000
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Configuration
Benchmark Datasets. Following the configuration of decision
trees variants [9], [23], [11], the benchmark datasets are
selected from the UCI repository [24] in the evaluation of the
ReDT with forest-based teachers. The performance of ReDT
with DNN-based teachers is evaluated on the MNIST dataset
[25]. The detailed information about benchmark datasets is
shown in Table I.
The Settings of Teacher Model. In this paper, we evaluate
two types of teacher model (i.e., the one generates soft
labels), including forest-based teacher and DNN-based teacher.
Specifically, we evaluate ReDT with two most widely used
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TABLE II
COMPARISON AMONG REDT WITH FOREST-BASED TEACHERS AND OTHER METHODS. WE EXAMINE REDT WITH TWO TEACHER MODELS, INCLUDING
RF AND GBDT, DUBBED REDT (RF) AND REDT (GBDT), RESPECTIVELY.α∗ INDICATES THE AVERAGE OF ALL BEST α FOR EACH EXPERIMENT.
Dataset DT RF ReDT (RF) α∗ (RF) GBDT ReDT (GBDT) α∗ (GBDT)
ADULT 81.86% 86.54% 86.18%• 0.01 86.53% 86.16%• 0.06
CRX 80.51% 86.14% 85.46%• 0 86.09% 84.40%• 0.11
EEG 82.88% 81.50% 83.02% 0.24 90.58% 83.01% 0.52
Bank 87.60% 90.38% 90.11%• 0.06 90.41% 90.15%• 0.03
German 68.37% 76.60% 73.40%• 0.07 76.13% 72.67%• 0.1
CMC 48.31% 55.15% 55.05%• 0 55.66% 55.41%• 0
CONNECT-4 71.73% 75.38% 76.69%• 0.3 77.58% 76.02%• 0.3
LAND-COVER 76.55% 83.69% 77.59% 0.54 83.80% 77.14% 0.37
LETTER 85.65% 91.56% 86.01% 0.9 93.61% 86.15% 0.9
ISOLET 79.83% 93.68% 81.40%• 0.57 93.32% 81.77%• 0.33
forest-based models. including random forests (RF) [7] and
gradient boosting decision trees (GBDT) [8]. They are the
representative of the bagging and boosting method in forest-
based teachers, respectively. In the evaluation with DNN-based
teachers, we examine a variety of DNN architectures, includ-
ing MLP [19], LeNet-5 [25], and VGG-11 [26]. The MLP has
two hidden layers, with 784 and 256 units respectively.
Training Setup. In the experiments with forest-based teachers,
five times 5-folds jackknife-based distillation method is used to
generate soft labels of training samples. When generating soft
labels with DNN-based teachers, the standard temperature-
based method is used with temperature T = 4 as suggested
in [18]. The Gini index was used in RF, DT and ReDT as
the impurity measure, the minimum leaf size k = 5 is set
for RF, GBDT, DT, and ReDT as suggested in [7], and the
pruning technique is not involved in all methods. The number
of trees contained in both RF and GBDT is set to 100. We
train 50 epochs for all DNNs with Adam optimizer and an
initial learning rate of 0.1. The learning rate is decreased by
a factor 10 at epochs 20 and 40, respectively. We determine
the value of α by grid search with a step of 0.1 in the range
[0, 1], and the effect of α is further evaluated in Section IV-E.
All forest-based teachers are implemented based on the scikit-
learn platform [27], and the implementation of DNN-based
teachers is based on Pytorch deep learning framework [28].
Evaluation Setup. The performance of ReDT is evaluated
mainly based on the test accuracy and the number of nodes
in this paper. Compared with standard decision trees, ReDT
with better performance (higher accuracy or smaller nodes) is
indicated in boldface. We carry out the experiment ten times
to reduce the effect of randomness. Besides, we also conduct
Wilcoxons signed-rank test [29] to verify whether there exists
a difference between the results of the ReDT and those of
decision trees at significance level 0.05. Those that have a
statistically significant difference from the decision trees are
marked with ”•”.
B. ReDT with Forest-based Teachers
In this section, we compare the performance of ReDT and
the corresponding forest-based teacher model. Besides, the
performance of the decision trees trained with hard labels
is also provided for reference. Specifically, we evaluate two
performance metrics, including test accuracy and the number
of nodes. The first one is used to measure the accuracy, while
the second evaluates the size of the model. As shown in Table
II, the test accuracy of ReDT is better than the one of decision
trees on all datasets regardless of which teacher model is
used. Specifically, ReDT has achieved an increase of almost
5% accuracy compared to DT on half of the datasets, and
the improvement is significant on seven of those datasets. In
particular, on three datasets (BAND, ADULT, and CONNECT-
4), ReDT is on par with its teacher model.
It is interesting to note that the nodes of ReDT are signif-
icantly less than those of DT on almost all datasets (except
for EEG dataset), as shown in Table III. Not to mention that
compared to the bagging-based teacher model (i.e. RF), the
number of ReDT nodes is 2 orders of magnitude less. Even
compared to GBDT, ReDT has fewer nodes most of the time.
This phenomenon may probably come from two aspects: (1)
The information about the latent distribution PX×Y contained
in the soft label learned from teacher model better directs the
splitting of ReDT; (2) The impurity calculated using the soft
label instead of the hard one better approximate the ground-
truth one and therefore better guides the splitting. The specific
reason is further explored in Section IV-E.
Besides, although the value of optimal α is obtained through
the grid search and is different across different datasets,
it seems to have a direct connection with the number of
categories. Specifically, datasets with more categories (such
as LAND-COVER, ISOLET, and LETTER) have a larger
optimal α. It is presumably due to two reasons: (1) The
more categories, the more likely the soft labels will contain
more error information; (2) The more categories, the higher
the interference caused by error information contained in soft
labels. Regardless of the reason, the number of categories
of samples can be used to provide the initial intuition of
α. Overall, ReDT with the forest-based teachers has better
performance compared with the standard DT, while preserves
its interpretable nature and efficient training process. The
specific connection between α and categories will be further
studied in our future works.
C. ReDT with DNN-based Teachers
In this section, we compare the performance of ReDT and
of its corresponding DNN-based teacher model. As shown in
Table IV, similar to the scenario with forest-based teachers,
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TABLE III
THE NUMBER OF NODES OF DIFFERENT METHODS. WE EXAMINE REDT WITH TWO TEACHER MODELS, INCLUDING RF AND GBDT, DUBBED REDT
(RF) AND REDT (GBDT), RESPECTIVELY.
Dataset DT RF ReDT (RF) GBDT ReDT (GBDT)
ADULT 7,869 244,832 2,286• 1,486 2,023•
CRX 103 6,191 48• 1,336 65•
EEG 1,858 125,289 1,948 1,489 1,939
BANK 4,302 223,906 1,678• 1,470 1,603•
GERMAN 227 11,063 140• 1,404 172•
CMC 630 16,220 202• 4,206 275•
CONNECT-4 18,152 470,261 8,813• 4,426 8,740•
LAND-COVER 85 6,100 43• 9,492 49•
LETTER 2,752 168,101 2464• 38,631 2,459•
ISOLET 707 58,905 464• 32,751 593•
TABLE IV
COMPARISON AMONG REDT WITH DNN-BASED TEACHERS AND OTHER
METHODS. WE EXAMINE THREE DNN ARCHITECTURES, INCLUDING
MLP, LENET-5, AND VGG-11.
MLP LeNet-5 VGG-11
Accuracy of DNN 98.33% 99.42% 99.49%
Accuracy of ReDT 88.21% 88.57%• 88.53%•
Nodes of ReDT 5,361• 5,173• 5,803•
Accuracy of DT 87.55%
Nodes of DT 5,957
ReDT has higher test accuracy and less nodes compared
with decision trees, regardless of which DNN architecture is
used. The improvement of performance is also significant in
most cases. We notice that there is still a gap in accuracy
between ReDT and its teacher model. This limitation may be
because the tree-types learning method cannot learn the spatial
relationships among the raw pixels.
D. Interpretability of ReDT
Recall that the interpretability indicates that the prediction
process of the model is interpretable. Although the soft la-
bel and other techniques are introduced, ReDT retains the
excellent interpretability of the standard decision trees. This
is because the prediction is still made depending on the leaf
node to which the input x belongs, while the corresponding
leaf node is determined by traversing the tree from the root.
As we mentioned before, the interpretability is critical in
many realms, such as finance and medicine. We use one of
the finance dataset, the GERMAN credit dataset, to show
certain decision rule examples for further demonstration. In
Fig. 1, we visualize two paths in the tree built on GERMAN,
which represents the credit of the customer is classified as
good or bad respectively. According to the decision path,
the one without checking account, other installment plans
and the exorbitant credit amount is considered to have good
credit. If a person has a very low level of debt, then it is
reasonable to conclude that he has good credit. Similarly, it is
also reasonable that people with checking accounts and long
duration will be judged with bad credit.
Besides, for the tree-based algorithms, the number of rules
(i.e., the decision path corresponding to the leaf node) de-
termines the overall interpretability of the model. The fewer
A1: Status of existing 
checking account 
A2: Duration in month 
…
else
< 25 >= 25
no checking account
A2: Duration in month 
A6: Savings 
account/bonds
A4: Purpose
Bad
…
…
…
< 43.5 >= 43.5
unknown/ no savings account
else radio/television
else
A14: Other installment 
plans 
A5: Credit amount
Good
…
…
else none
>=7897<7897
Fig. 1. Part of the ReDT trained on GERMAN credit dataset. (Two specific
decision paths are marked in red.)
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF RULES BETWEEN DT AND REDT WITH DIFFERENT
FOREST-BASED TEACHERS.R INDICATES THE RATIO BETWEEN THE RULES
OF DT AND THAT OF REDT.
Dataset DT ReDT (RF) R1 ReDT (GBDT) R2
ADULT 3,941 1,122 3.51 1,130 3.49
CRX 52 23 2.26 35 1.49
EEG 931 976 0.95 962 0.97
BANK 2,153 902 2.39 871 2.47
GERMAN 114 68 1.68 93 1.23
CMC 315 98 3.21 136 2.32
CONNECT-4 9,073 4,399 2.06 4,342 2.09
LAND-COVER 43 21 2.05 26 1.65
LETTER 1,383 1,324 1.04 1,284 1.08
ISOLET 354 242 1.46 296 1.20
the rules, the easier it is to explain the mechanism behind the
model. Without loss of generality, we use random forest and
GBDT as the teacher model respectively for further discussion.
As shown in Table V, when the ReDT reaches its best
performance through finding the best hyper-parameter α∗, it
still has fewer rules than the standard decision trees in almost
all the datasets (except for the EEG dataset). More specifically,
in most of the cases, the ratios R between the rules of DT and
that of ReDT are greater than 2. In other words, although both
decision trees and ReDT are interpretable, ReDT has better
overall interpretability.
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(a) RF (b) GBDT
Fig. 2. The logarithm number of rules of ReDT with different forest-based teachers under different α.
(a) RF (b) GBDT
Fig. 3. Test accuracy of ReDT with different forest-based teachers under different α.
E. Effects of Hyper-parameter
In this section, we discuss the effects of α in three aspects,
including (1) overall interpretability, (2) prediction accuracy,
and (3) compression rate. Without loss of generality, we also
adopt random forest and GBDT as the teacher model here.
Overall Interpretability. We demonstrate the relation be-
tween the number of rules and the hyper-parameter α of ReDT
on different datasets. As shown in Fig. 2, the number of rules
increases with the hyper-parameter α. In other words, the
overall interpretability decreases with the increase of hyper-
parameter α. Recall that the larger the α, the smaller the
proportion of the soft label in the mixed label used for training
ReDT. This phenomenon indicates that the ‘dark knowledge’,
which is probably the information about the latent distribution
PX×Y , contained in the soft label better directs the splitting
of ReDT, no matter the information is correct or not.
Prediction Accuracy. As shown in Fig. 3, although the
optimal value of α depends on the specific characteristics of a
dataset, especially the number of categories as stated in Section
IV-B. When α = 0.2, the ReDT achieves relatively competitive
performance on all datasets. In other words, α = 0.2 is a good
default value to some extent. Besides, since α only affects the
training process of the tree and the training of tree is effective,
even if the optimal α is obtained from the grid search, the
computational consumption is still acceptable when selecting
an appropriate step size.
Compression Rate. Since ReDT is closely related to the stan-
dard DT, DT is a good reference to compare when evaluating
the model size of ReDT. The compression rate is defined
as the ratio of ReDT’s nodes and DT’s nodes. The smaller
compression rate means the relatively smaller model size.
As shown in Fig. 4, the compression rates of ReDT are
less than 1 regardless of the dataset and α in most cases,
which indicates that ReDT has a smaller model size than
DT in general. Besides, similar to the circumstance in the
overall interpretability, as the hyper-parameter α increases, the
compression rate has an upward trend. This is an unexpected
gift from the ‘dark knowledge’ distilled soft labels, as demon-
strated above.
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(a) RF (b) GBDT
Fig. 4. Compression rate of ReDT with different forest-based teachers.
(a) RF (b) GBDT
Fig. 5. The relationship between error rate and compression rate of ReDT with different forest-based teachers.
F. The Relationship between Accuracy and Compression Rate
In this section, we discuss whether it is possible to obtain
a ReDT that has a small model size and high accuracy
simultaneously.
We visualize the relationship between the error rate and the
compression rate of ReDT with different forest-based teachers.
As shown in Fig. 5, regardless of the teacher model, all
datasets have points at the bottom left of the graph. This
phenomenon implies that we can obtain a ReDT with the small
model size and relatively high accuracy by adjusting the hyper-
parameter α. In other words, there is no trade-off between the
model size and the accuracy of ReDT to some extent.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a knowledge distillation based de-
cision trees extension, dubbed rectified decision trees (ReDT),
to explore the possibility of fulfilling interpretability and effec-
tiveness simultaneously. Specifically, we extend the splitting
criteria and the ending condition of the standard decision
trees, which allows training with soft labels distilled from a
well-trained teacher model while preserving the deterministic
splitting paths. In particular, we propose a jackknife-based
distillation to obtain soft labels. In contrast to traditional
knowledge distillation approaches, backpropagation is not nec-
essarily required for student model in the proposed distillation
method. The effectiveness of adopting soft labels instead
of hard ones is also analyzed empirically and theoretically.
Besides, extensive experiments also indicate that trained ReDT
has a smaller model size than standard decision trees from
the aspect of the total nodes and the total rules, which is an
unexpected gift from the information distilled from the teacher
model. The proposed method may provide a new angel towards
interpretable machine learning.
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